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Introduction
My first full bore rifle was a .303 Pat-
tern 14 No3 Magazine Rifle, value
£200, over time I owned a number of
these rifles as they were cheap,  plenti-
ful and shot well, but foolishly I even-
tually sold them on. The reason why I
sold them at the time, was I always
viewed them in military terms as a sec-
ondary rifle when up against the
famed SMLE and Springfield 1903, plus the huge rearsight protector made them in my opinion rather ugly. However like the ugly
duckling this rifle was a beauty underneath and very capable, more of these rifles served the US infantry in WW1 than the
Springfield, it served the Home Guard and the Commonwealth in WWII but most of all it served the commonwealth forces as an
extremely capable Sniper Rifle. Nowadays these excellent and accurate rifles are becoming more rare and as a result increasingly
expensive. Recently a few rifles come into the UK from South Africa and I decided to acquire one before it became to late.

South African P14’s
You have to remember these rifles are in many cases around 97 years old and therefore are fairly worn and have have certainly
seen better days. Nowadays' most P14’s are in private hands in the UK and many I found in my search that were available were
de-activated. Henry Kranks Ltd in Yorkshire seem to have there finger on the pulse when it comes to finding classic rifles like the
P14 and in this case had sourced some from South Africa. When my rifle arrived it was a Winchester Model and had many faults,
the barrel was worn, not shot out but probably only had about 30%  of its life left; both front and rear volley sights were missing
which had something to with the fact that at sometime in it history this rifle had been fitted with a parker Hale rearsight and
various screws, pins and springs were also missing. As my plan was to build this rifle as a replica Sniper I had some considerable
work ahead of me.

Literature
For a what I regard as a fairly common rifle,  there is not a huge amount of data out there concerning the P14  and it 30.06 cousin
the P17. The most informative publication is British Enfield Rifles Volume 4 by Charles R Stratton, but other publications  such as
Bolt Action military rifles of the World by Stuart Mowbray & Joe Puleo, Collecting Classic Bolt Action Military Rifles by Paul Scarlata
and Ian Skennerton’s .303 Pattern 1914 Rifle & Sniping Variants are limited to a few pages. My Armourers notes will therefore
concentrate on the accurising and the conversion process required to restore this rifle into a replica P14 Sniper rifle. I must stress
the word replica at this point, as this rifle is not technically correct as to do so would be very difficult due to the lack of parts
availability. Therefore I plan to restore and rebuilt this rifle using parts which is reasonable easy to obtain.

Barrel
The condition of the barrel was worn, in Artillery terms it was in its third quarter of life and therefore any accurate life left in this
barrel was very limited and as result I didn’t even consider testing it for accuracy. It was a shame as this was the original
Winchester barrel with matching numbers but there was no financial reason to invest in rifle with such a limited life. The solution
was to replace the barrel and fortuitously these were available from Fultons Gunshop in Bisley, Surrey, were they had a quantity
of unfired P14 barrel’s. The barrel’s external conditions varied but the bores were perfect. How Fulton’s came about these barrels
is probably a story in itself but needless to say I stripped the rifle as can be see above and gave the rifle to Fulton’s to have a new
barrel fitted and re-proofed.
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Woodwork
With the action in with Fulton’s for re-barrelling I decided to save some time and restore the woodwork. As the rifle had seen

better times the woodwork was fairly worn with a considerable amount of dings and dents but with no major damage as can be
seen below.  I removed all the metal components and restored the wood
leaving any markings of historical interest. At sometime in the rifles life some-
body had professionally tried to accurise the stock and had done a reasonable
job, therefore I decided to leave those items in place as removing them would
cause more damage than good. Therefore I only needed to bed around the
chamber area to add stability and reduce any movement.

The walnut restored really well and I was really pleased that I was able to
restore it almost to its original finish. I applied the final coats of oil and rubbed
it down with 0000 wire wool to give it that non-reflective military look. As with
all my restorations I apply the same attention to detail to all the minor compo-
nents; the butt plate was in poor condition and was covered in tape, the
pointer from the front volley sight had been removed but the indicator plate
while rusty had survived, the front barrel band had lost all its blueing and had
been attacked at some point by a psycho with a screw driver.

By inserting the butt plate in a solvent bath, it was easy to remove all the
debris, clean, polish and restore; the indicator plate came apart easily enough
and again was easy to restore, however it did present me with a small dilem-
ma. The correct format for Snipers rifles with the front volley sight is to have
the indicator removed and to have the boss filed flat. Whilst this was technically correct I didn’t want to do it for two reasons.
Firstly it looks cosmetically hideous, the sort of job that has been carried by a amateur in his garden shed and secondly these volley
sights are becoming rare, why destroy another one. Therefore I decided to restore and repair it to its original status and refit.

New Barrel
Four weeks after submitting the rifle for the barrel change, I picked up the receiver with the new barrel. Part of the service was
re-proofing which meant we could start rebuilding the rifle pretty much straight away. The barrel as you can see from below was
in good condition externally which saved me all the trouble of getting it re-blued.
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Bedding
My plan was to maximise the accuracy of this rifle, I had fitted a new barrel therefore
bedding the barrel and action was a forgone conclusion.  Bedding allows the  rifle to sit
perfectly within the woodwork and prevents the barrel/action moving within the furni-
ture thereby eradicating inconsistencies between shots. P14 barrels do not float, there
are two bearing points, around the chamber area/recoil lug and at the front fore end
where the nose cap secures. There must be no wood contact between these two points
otherwise the barrels natural harmonics will be effected.

Trigger
The trigger on the P14 is very typical of the era, its operation is similar to the Mauser
trigger mechanism and is very easy to tune. Timney manufacture a good after market
trigger but on this occasion I decided to stick with tuning the original. Tuning the trigger
and the cocking piece on the P14 is a reflectively easy affair, unlike the Lee Enfield’s which
are influenced by other components, however like all firearms this work should be done
by a competent Armourer/gunsmith as any bad workmanship can cause the rifle to fail
and therefore be potentially unsafe to the user and those around him.

Trigger Guard Screws
The original screws were fairly chewed up and heavily burred, so therefore I decided to fit
an after markets set by Foster and and available from Midway UK. You can obtain original
screws but they are often in poor condition, so whilst these screws do not improve
performance, they definitely improve the cosmetics and are easy to obtain.

Finished Rifle - Iron sights only
As there was some delay in obtaining the replacement scope, I decided to finish the rifle
rather than let it sit in bits in the workshop. It would also be a good opportunity to get the
rifle down the range and test fire it with the new barrel and in ironsight configuration only.
Its amazing thing about these old classic rifles that with a little professional attention, the

restoration process is almost 100% and this P14 was no exception.  The rebuild took place
without any issues which is always a good sign and as you can see the rifle looked superb.

A quick range test at 100yrds showed the grouping to the right, I was in a rush and forgot
to measure the group but it was approximately 2.75” with standard factory ammunition.
I remember studying the history of these rifles many years ago and one of the criticisms
was the that many of those involved in the  P14’s design were target shooters and
therefore this rifle was more at home on the target range than the battlefield. Those
comments may or may not be true but this rifle with its new barrel and bedded action can
certainly shoot accurately.

Adding a scope was definitely going to draw the best out of this rifle.
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Choice of Scope
Out of all the rifles I have upgraded into Sniper rifles this rifle was the most difficult to decide as to the best approach with regards
to a suitable scope. Accumount manufacture a replica set of rings for the P14/P17 but finding a suitable scope for these rings is
problematic. The original Aldis scope is unsuitable for this project as they are
rare, expensive and increasingly fragile. The Accumount mounts are continuous
rings and not of the modern split type that most shooters are accustomed too
and secondly there is no adjustment for windage in the rings, therefore your
scope choice is severely limited. To fit a scope into continuous rings you need a
parallel tube, which therefore requires a scope design where you can remove
the objective lens housing, the saddle and ideally the ocular lens housing, which
makes a modern gas filled scope is unsuitable. This narrows your selection into
two categories; a 1950’s German scope with a windage drum or  a similar period
steel tube US model such as the early Weaver scopes, similar to the one shown.

Another issue you must consider due to the design of the P14 and its large
rearsight protector is that most scopes sit high and therefore it is difficult to get
a reliable cheek position. In WWII this issue was resolved with the fitting of the
Lee Enfield No4T cheek pad. I order my cheek pads from a company called
D.S.Solutions, they are both of reasonable cost and quality and are manufac-
tured in walnut and beech,  however they do require fitting and finishing. Buyer
beware, I have mentioned D.S.Solutions as their service is good, there is an
alternative supplier that supplies the same pads in the UK at twice the price
which I personally think is day light robbery, therefore it pays to shop around.

Another option was a Winchester A5 scope which particularly appealed to me
for a number of reasons, one it was historically accurate, two it was relatively
easy to fit and thirdly it did not require a cheek pad.

With this decision in mind I purchased a Winchester A5 scope from EBay only to
be disappointed as the objective lens was starting to flake. Of course the seller
had forgot to mention this fact but the reality was that this scope would not
stand up to the recoil of the .303 cartridge with its damaged lens. Not to be outdone I restored the scope and fitted it to a
Winchester M52 .22 Rifle were recoil was not an issue.

I finally managed to acquire a scope in the form of a Lyman 438 which was very similar to the Winchester A5. In 1928 Lyman
entered the scope business and purchased the manufacturing rights to the Winchester A5. They produced the improved Lyman
5A which had Bausch & Lomb lenses and a vertical guide rib. In 1929 Lyman purchased the Stevens Arms scope business and one
of their scopes became the Lyman 438 with x3 magnification.

Fitting the Lyman 438 Scope
When fitting scopes and rifles of this age, there is very little or no technical literature to reference too. My only reference that I
identified was from the book “US Marine Corp Scout-Sniper” by Peter R. Senich. He mentions that the A5/P17 combination was
exposed to some combat, however it was primarily used by the Marine Corp in National Match Competitions. The only technical
reference was the spacing between the scope blocks of 7.2” or 6.0” together with a number of pictures. In practice this didn’t help
a great deal as I will explain shortly.

When fitting a scope of this type, you should consider the following issue:
� Sourcing the correct scope blocks
� Block heights
� Block position
� Scope alignment
� Fitting
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The blocks were sourced via Steve Earle in the US who
manufacturers a wide range of good quality blocks. The
blocks obviously must fit the Lyman rings and must be of the
correct height to align with the barrel. In this case the front
block was a 3/4” high and the rear a 3/8”.  The distance
between the blocks is reliant on the scope type and the need
to have sufficient flexibility to achieve the correct eye relief.
Therefore the size of the user and his shooting position also
should be calculated into the equation

For the Lyman and myself, I set the blocks at 7” apart but too
be honest they should have been 6” as the eye relief was not
as perfect as I would have liked. The blocks have to be
machined to obtain the correct scope/barrel alignment oth-
erwise you will have insufficient adjustment on the drums
for normal scope use. When fitting the blocks, care  must be
taken to ensure the holes are not drilled to deep. When relieving the wood for the front block,  ensure there is no metal to wood
contact otherwise the wood will fracture during recoil. Although the rear block is correctly located, I had made  an error in that I
had not allowed sufficient clearance for the upper handguard and therefore had to reduce the length of the block and as you can
see from the picture the rear block touches the handguard ring, which is less than perfect. If I repeat this work, the solution will
to be purchase a shorter rear block with the mounting holes closer together.

Summary
Assembling this rifle was exciting, all those feelings from yesteryear concerning this rifle being second rate were evaporating

rapidly. The rifle looked good and I felt that it would shoot equally well. I ran through the customary checks such as headspace,
firing pin protrusion and cycled some dummy rounds through the action to ensure the rifle functioned correctly.

Fitting these old scopes require some setup, firstly I adjusted the scope for the correct eye relief, secondly I adjusted the reticule
for the correct focus, thirdly I adjusted the reticule so it was vertical and lastly I lasered the bore and aligned the scope. With the
rifle and scope setup correctly I took the above pictures and I must say the finished rifle was very pleasing and I could wait to get
the rifle down the range.

Range Test
2012 was one of the wettest winters in UK recorded history and unfortunately it dragged on into early 2013 and it wasn't until
February before I could find a decent day to carry out a range test.

This is the oldest rifle/scope configuration that I have built to date and I was a little concerned that the Lyman may not be up to
the task. To avoid wasting ammunition I initially took my first few shots, sitting 30yrds in front of the target. There was good reason
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For this. The scope was only had x3 magnification, the drums are not marked left/right up or down so therefore you have to learn
by trial and error. I had bore sighted the scope using a laser before I left the workshop so I was therefore quite pleased when the

first rounds hit the target quite close to the bull. After some minor adjustment the rounds were striking the target were I roughly
wanted them. One thing I did forget is that these old scopes are designed to move with the effects of recoil and you must return
them to battery by hand after each shot. It took me three rounds and a decreasing sight picture to remember.

Having cleared the rifle I returned to the 100yrd point and adjusted the
rifle to shoot from the bench. As with all my range tests, I shoot support-
ed, thereby removing as much human error as possible. So far the test
was going well, I rechecked the scope, mounts and lens and all ap-
peared well. Using factory HXP ammunition I adjusted the scope until it
was roughly zeroed at 100yrds, however this exercise highlighted two
issues. X3 magnification is weak and at 100yrds it was a struggle to see
the fall of shot and therefore you need a modern spotting scope to help
you zero. The cross hairs on this scope were quite thick and therefore
tended to block out the point of aim, which means this rifle/scope
configuration is probably limited to a MOD Figure 11 man sized target
to 400yrds maximum and with an effective high hit probability to
300yrds.

For the final test I switched to reloads which were more accurate than
the factory ammunition and ultimately what I’d be using at routine
shoots. Shooting in a 8mph cross wind I achieved a group of 1.6” which
I thought was  respectable for a first outing. Could I do better, maybe
1.4-1.5” but I don't think much better than that in the current configu-
ration. If I tuned the trigger and fitted a x4 scope with fine cross hairs definitely, but finding scopes of this age in reasonable
condition is increasingly difficult and to be honest, this rifle/scope combination was working well, so why change it.
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